In this paper, we present an efficient and fast way to prevent traffic blockage by controlling traffic signal. A new model is adopted to out program which is fused and developed by probabilistic model and cellular automatic model (CA model). Based on this model, we used wavelet neural network (WNN) for predicting traffic flow and use this data to improve the green or red light time sitting. Q-learning algorithm, as one of the reinforcement learning methods, also is applied to project the phase of traffic light from different intersections. Considering the requirement of model response rate, we also develop this algorithm for a fast respond to the complex and fickle traffic condition. Finally, a simulation study is carried out to evaluate out method and the result shows that this method can avoid traffic blockage efficiently.
Introduction
Nowadays, the growth of vertical and complexity of city traffic network lead to an increasing of traffic congestion. How to prevent traffic blockage has became a stern problem in contemporary society. In this paper, we want to find out an efficient way to work out this problem. Considering the complex and fickle traffic condition, we need to find a method which has a fast respond to the current situation.
Congestion problem has been studied for a long time and traffic signal control for intersection is one of the most popular issues in this area. Christofa monitored the vehicle queue status and the movement of the end-of-queue using connected vehicle information and IntelliDrive data [1] . Agbolosu Amison proposed a dynamic signal optimization method by detecting the gap between clusters of vehicles [2] . He used online data to detect vehicles platoons and then optimized the signal using mixed integer linear program [3] . Smith discussed this problem and compared various strategies [4, 5] .
In this paper, we proposed a method to prevent traffic blockage by planning the setting of traffic signal. A improved model is proposed and applied in our research. Q-learning algorithm is an important part in our method, and we adapt this reinforcement learning method to setting signal between different intersections. WNN model is used to predict traffic flow data and makes the learning algorithm have a better performance.
Method
The proposed method can be described by follow chart Figure 1 . 
Transportation model
There are many classical but quite complex traffic models and all of them want to find out a most accuracy way to describe intersections in traffic network. While, intersection is complicated and can be easily affect by numerous unstable and random factors. We believe the best solution for this kind of problem needs to based on systematology viewpoints. It is no need to calculate the traffic flow in intersections exactly. In this model, we seen the intersections as a system, a black box. Each car drives into the intersection has a probability to put out toward some roads connected to the intersection. It is easy and convenient to convert the tough traffic model problem into a distribution problem [6] . In addition, we applied CA model to simulate the traffic condition of the road in city which is widely used in this field [7] . All of the multi-lanes in city can be separated into several ones-way lanes in different direction. Every lane has a input signal and a output signal. Considering that there may some department, school or some crowded place by the road side, the input number of cars may not equal to the output in a lane. So, in this model, every lane has a parameter to describe the probability of some vehicles which are not counted by the statistic equipment of the traffic flow in intersection enter into this section. In this model, there are four possible phase in each road which are shown as follow Phase 1 and phase 3 are able to decrease the dwell time of cars in current section, and phase 2 and phase 4 can not. Apparently, Phase 3 and phase 1 are better choice to ease the traffic pressure and phase 3 can do better than phase 1 as well. So, in projecting of traffic signal in a congestion, we need to facilitate the forming of phase 1 and phase 3.
Predict model by WNN
Predicting traffic flow data is an important part in signal control and signal light time sitting. If we are able to predict that the flow data would have an increase in the near future, some readjustment could be make up to prevent blockage. After getting flow data from the transportation model, we applied this data into WNN predict model. WNN is a combination of classic neural network and the wavelet analysis [8] . It has two parts: model selection and variable significance testing [8] . WNN has three layers in structure and wavelet activation functions are in hidden layer instead of traditional activation functions. WNN structure is showed in Figure 4, with output F(x), inputs p{x1, x2,. .....,xp}and m number of mother wavelet [9] . The output of a standard form WNN is given by: [9] 
In ith unit of the hidden layer, Ψi is the wavelet activation function and wi is the wright connecting the ith unit of the hidden layer to the output layer unit. Note that for the n-dimensional input space, the multivariate wavelet basis function can be calculated by the tensor product of n single wavelet basis functions as follows. Back-propagation used in training the WNN. [9] Ψ(x)=∏n i=1Ψ(xi) It is hard and slow to calculate the reward function in the whole traffic model. We improved the reward function and focus on the area which already has or would have a blockage. In the above model, if a road from the congestion area is in a right traffic signal phase (phase 1 and phase 3), it will have a good traffic appease ability and be beneficial to the local traffic condition. In another word, in a specific road, the time of each phase can express the improvement degree to the congestion in this area. So, the better setting of traffic phase, the better effect to prevent traffic jam. While, different roads have different influence to the transport. A parameter I is needed to present this kind of imparity between various roads. The reward function R is defined as follow. Function P is the score of traffic signal phase setting. V is the average speed of current road.
Reinforcement learning

R=[P(phase,time)+V]*I
3. Experiment
WNN model test
In experiment, the test data is from our traffic model which is initialized by random and run a period of time. Every 4 hours in simulation time, we record 30 data value (during 30 minute in simulation time) as our test data. The WNN model has 2 input mode, 2 output mode and 12 hidden layers. The relationship between test data and prediction shows as follow. Horizontal axis shows the time in each simulation and the vertical axis shows the number of traffic flow data of a road in model. Model shows a good performance in predicting and the result shows that the maximum error rate is 6.8%. 
Method test
The method experiment result is shown as follow. Horizontal axis shows the time in each simulation and the vertical axis shows the average delay time. It can be found that, due to the improvement of reward function of Q-learning, out method has a faster respond than the Q-learning function with a reward function of average delay time. Meanwhile, the blockage condition has been efficiently prevented. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method to prevent traffic blockage based on reinforcement learning. A improved model was used in our research and WNN model was used to make a prediction of the flow in our traffic model. This method show an efficient way to work out traffic congestion in given model, but we ignored many factors in city traffic system. There are many aspects need to have a future study. 
